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Need States

Academic
Social
Entertainment
Rejuvenation
Travel
Personal
Academic

Need States
Target Audience for Open House

- Graduate Students
  - Faculty of Science
  - Faculty of Environmental Science
Graduate Student
OPEN HOUSE

WHERE:
Sciences and Technology Library
Main Floor, Machray Hall

WHEN:
Wednesday, November 14, 2018
Drop in between 1PM – 4PM

ALL THE EXPERTS IN ONE PLACE
Connect with UM professionals who can help you throughout your Thesis Writing Life Cycle.

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
Searching and Writing  The literature review process, effective search strategies, staying current & writing tips and advice.

Academic Integrity  Citing and managing your references. Understanding copyright and avoiding plagiarism.

Grants, Patents & PhD Career Pathways  Write effective proposals, learn about intellectual property and career options for PhDs.

Publishing Options  Open access and predatory publishers.

Data Collection and Analysis  Designing your experiment, analyzing data and interpreting results.

Manage and Visualize Your Data  Keep your data safe and learn how to visually represent data.

Academic Metrics and Author ID  Make your research discoverable and maximize your academic productivity metrics with an author ID.

Keep Your Life on Track  Time/stress management and successful interpersonal relations.

Grad Steps  Workshops to hone the skills needed for academic and career success.

PRIZE DRAWS, FREE STUFF & REFRESHMENTS!
Experts Grouped Together

Librarian Literature Search Expert

Writing Tutor

“The way tables were set up in themes made it very open and inviting” (student comment)
Academic Integrity Experts

Copyright Office

Student Advocacy Office – Academic Integrity

Librarian – Reference Management Expert
Experts from across Campus

Research Facilitator, Faculty of Science

Student Counselling Centre

“Very easy to have questions answered without having to go searching for offices or through websites”
(student comment)
I liked how it was a very personal 1-1 conversation with people “ (student comment)
I came here with 6 questions I needed answers to. I had all my questions answered and now have a better idea of how to move forward with my thesis and research

- M.Sc. Student, Computer Science
For More Information...

• Book chapter:

Thesis Writing Life Cycle: An Open House Collaboration Model for Point-of-Need Services to Graduate Students

http://hdl.handle.net/1993/33565
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